Crossword 15,958 Set by Rosa Klebb

ACROSS
1 Head nurses united in spring (6)
4 Ruffle hair down there (8)
9 Laundry worker used to be female (6)
10 Drag out scandal involving Tesla CEO? (8)
12 Unqualified, I got hurt doing acrobatics (8)
13 Shaft almost all of the north (6)
15 Reportedly see like a fish (4)
16 Get one's goat to clean out unkempt shack in Russian city (7)
20 Killjoy chewing a turnip (7)
21 Salmon caught by sparrowhawk (4)
25 Sheepishly expecting to convert Milan bishop (2,4)
26 Dispose of organs cheaply (3,1,4)
28 Half-heartedly revealing one leg, it's said (8)
29 The art of making miniature planes? (6)
30 Setter unsighted, mute and unable to smell (8)
31 Low pound starts to affect holiday cash (6)

DOWN
1 Greatly impress archery fanatic (4,4)
2 Rattle and shake lunettes (8)
3 Uncle Richard strangling vicar? (6)
5 Cross, discontented underdog on lithium (4)
6 Musician is prohibition supporter (8)
7 Cloudy ale had men scratching heads (6)
8 I'm afraid wife advanced extremely lustily on regular basis (6)
11 Last of strong female relatives in a pickle (7)
14 Person in charge of dog on Dartmoor oddly disappearing (7)
17 Am gluten-free and kind of grey (8)
18 Drinking song about America (8)
19 Greedy bears run like 20 (8)
22 Deputy chiefs of foreign intelligence lately picking up nothing (4-2)
23 Son needs trousers (6)
24 Sailor overturned sweet Italian wine (6)
27 Girl left Love Island (4)

Copies of The Meaning of Everything: The Story of the Oxford English Dictionary by Simon Winchester, published by Oxford University Press, will be awarded to the senders of the first three correct entries opened on Wednesday September 19. Entries marked Crossword 15,958 on the envelope, should be sent to Weekend FT, One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Solution on September 22.